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A to Z of all you need to know about 
Explainer Videos and how to use them to get results.
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INTRODUCTION
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An explainer video is a short marketing video, usually
animated, that is designed to explain a business idea in
a simple and engaging way. Explainer videos are often
used in online marketing strategy by addressing the pain
points of the audience and then offering a business
solution.
Explainer videos are usually short \videos, combining
both audio and visual elements that relate to the
problems of the viewers, increase message retention
and nudge your potential customer a little closer to
conversion.

What is an Explainer Video?

Explainer videos are versatile and work perfectly
for all stages of marketing. You can explain
your idea, show how your products or services
work, and announce new features or changes in
your product or service.

How do Explainer videos work?
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Depending upon the objectives target audience, style, duration,
etc the structure of an Explainer video can vary. But broadly
they have the following 5 points.

1. The problem — to address the main problem and make
the audience relate to it.

2. The solution — revealing the company and the value
proposition it offers

3. How the business or product works.

4. Benefits — the end result the customer will experience.

5. Call to action — a compelling reason to take the next
step.

Explainer Videos Structure
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There are many types of Explainer videos that can be used depending on your aim.
Some of the most used styles are mentioned below.

Types of Explainer Videos

These types of explainer videos use animated
effects and motions to explain an idea or
concept. In a 2D animation explainer video, we
fit characters, backgrounds, storyboards, and
other objects in a 2D environment. 

You can communicate your cause, explain the
sophisticated science concept, promote your
info product, and so on with the help of a 2D
animation video. This is a popular style for
corporate explainer videos and app demos.

2D Motion Graphics video
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The whole idea behind the whiteboard video is
the use of sequential images on the
whiteboard. The animation provides an
interactive visual experience to the audience,
making these videos a powerful persuasion
tool. The viewer waits eagerly for the drawing
to complete in each scene and is hooked to the
video throughout. A whiteboard explainer
video is one of the most popular forms of video
among small business owners. 

Whiteboard Animation Video
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This style is used when there is a need to
explain complex ideas or features of a
product that cannot be explained without
a dedicated tutorial. Using tutorial-style
explainer videos can help you clearly
articulate what’s on offer and effectively
deliver your message.

Tutorial videos

As the name suggests, this video style
involves recording your screen (such as a
mobile or desktop app)
To explain certain features or utilities of
your product using animation, Voice, and
sound effects to enhance the process. Such
videos are comparatively easier to make as
you can simply use the screen recording
feature on your phone or browser.

Screencast
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You can get beautiful 3D explainer videos with
details and a amazing animations. But the
problem with that it requires high animation
skills and a huge budget. alternately, add
more perspective to your subject by drawing a
three-dimensional object in a two-dimensional
space. This lends a futuristic look to the videos
and gives you a 3D feel at the cost of a 2D
budget. Tech companies and blockchain apps
prefer using isometric style as it helps to
showcase a great amount of detailing without
giving a cluttered appearance.

2.5D Animation
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WHY
EXPLAINER
VIDEOS?
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Explainer videos can convey the message in a short time (90-120
seconds). The viewers can see the product in live-action and
understand the features and utilities must faster compared to a
bulky brochure or a sales rep giving a sales presentation.
They simplify complex ideas and make them easy to understand.
Explainer videos employ creative storytelling techniques to show
how a product or service works. As a result, a viewer understands
the products and increases the conversion rate.
Easily shareable.
Improves Google Ranking.
ROI (return on investment) is high

Why are Explainer Videos so effective?
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85% of users tell they are more likely to buy something
after seeing an explainer video about it.
It is possible to get 157% more organic traffic from
search results with the help of the video.
93% of marketers said they got high-quality leads with
the help of social media videos.
97% of marketers say an explainer video helped their
users to get better understand a product or service
Landing pages with explainer videos convert 86% better.
Video content is 50 times more useful in terms of driving
search results compared to plain text. 
By 2022, 205 million users will watch videos via
smartphones. For comparison, this figure was 187.7
million in 2019. (Statista)
Smartphone users in India spend at least 92 minutes a
day watching videos.

PFB some compelling statistics about why are Explainer
Videos the most dominant marketing tool today.

Why use Explainer Videos in your video

marketing strategy?
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WHAT KIND OF
EXPLAINER
VIDEOS WORK
BEST FOR
YOUR BRAND?
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This is where we come into the picture. We ask questions and
try to understand your goals, target audience, tone style,
brand voice, and a lot more to understand what style suits
your brand the best. Since every company is unique, and so is
every message. You can read recommendations and blog
posts and even watch videos that worked for other brands,
but whoever wrote it doesn’t
know YOUR business. There’s no one-size-fits-all approach,
There are dozens of choices.

That being said Animated videos are one of the most versatile
and widely used videos. They offer a great amount of
customization and work with Finance, Healthcare, IT &
Technology, Travel & Hospitality, Realestate, Internal,
Education in almost every Industry.

What kind of Explainer Videos work best for your brand?
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WHAT ARE THE
ELEMENTS OF A
GOOD EXPLAINER
VIDEO?
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The elements of a good explainer video might be
different for different aims. The basic structure though
remains the same. A successful explainer video is one
that grabs and holds the attention of the audience and
drives the desired results. It must include the following
elements.

A carefully designed animated explainer video can evoke the right emotions and
directly appeal to the target audience. Animated videos are especially helpful for
companies that want to showcase complex products or services addressing the pain
points and then presenting their products immediately after as a solution. Moreover,
colorful and interactive eye-catching visuals and catchy animations make these
explainer videos hard to skip.

What are the elements of a good Explainer Video?
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The first goal of an explainer video must be
to identify with the viewer’s problem and
adopt a solution-oriented tone to the video.
The viewer must be able to relate to the
problem and understand why and how your
product is a solution.

Identifies and solves the problem.

Choosing a style that does not relate and appeal to
the audience whose attention you want to grab can
be a total disaster. Make sure that the style, tone, and
look of the Video are perfect for the audience.

Targets the correct audience
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Video length and engagement have a
significant relationship. You only have a few
seconds to generate 
interest in your audience. If you are able to
keep them engaged throughout the entire
video, that means your explainer video is
effective. For Animation Explainers, the
ideal length for animated marketing videos
is between 60 and 90 seconds. In that
amount of time, we believe you can deliver
your key messages with effectiveness
without losing engagement and include a
strong Call to Action.

Size matters
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A strong call to action in an Explainer video
is probably the most important part which
will actually generate the result for which
you got the explainer video made.

There are many different ways you can
approach your call to action, check them
out below: 
1. Final Action: Call for the final action. For
example, link to purchase, claim a free trial,
or any other direct action.
 2. Learn More: Refer the viewer to learn
more, or go to a product page. There they
can see more info about the product and
they are a bit further in the funnel. 
3. Ask a question

A strong Call to Action
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Some Examples of Calls to Action that can be used in an
Explainer Video: 
• Sign up. This is good if you’re collecting emails to get
potential customers into your sales funnel. 

• Visit your website. You can direct them to your
homepage, landing page, or the product page.
 • Call number. This is the classic one that we all remember
from TV commercials and before websites. It’s still effective
today. 
• Contact Us. Another great option for getting people in your
funnel. 
• Schedule a demo. Potential customers love trying products
and services out before having to spend money or commit.
This is a great choice if you have something that works with
demos. 
• Try for free. Same as a demo, this is an effective CTA. •
Find out more/Learn more. This is another great CTA for
products or services that may create buying hesitation (due
to high price, unfamiliarity, complex details, etc.)
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WHAT TO
CONSIDER
BEFORE YOU 
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You need to understand why exactly do you need an explainer
video and what the main goal should be. Does your audience
already know you? Do you want to explain your product, service,
or a new feature? Increase sales or generate leads? Tell your brand
story? Educate your audience?

Be as specific with your goal as possible because it is
crucial. Don’t leave your audience confused and all
over the place. We can always create more videos for
other goals.

Many of us make a mistake at this stage. You
need to identify the main message that you want
to convey and then design the rest of your
content around that core message. Be as specific
and clear as possible. Otherwise, the viewer
might get confused and won’t remember
anything.

The main Goal

The main Message
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Never think that everyone is your audience.
Know your target audience and be as
specific as possible. For example, you are a
B2B company your tone, style, and message
should be directed towards your target
companies’ person in charge of the service
or product you offer. 

Target Audience:

Just like any other project, it is important to decide the
budget upfront. You must talk to the explainer video
company about the project. The prices are decided to keep in
mind- the style of the animation, the runtime, the deadline,
and many other smaller factors. 

Budget:
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• You get a full team of professionals who have
loads of
experience working together.

• There will be far less work and hassle on your
end.

• You’ll have a project manager assigned to you that
you can communicate with at any time as a point of
reference.

But Hiring a professional Explainer video
company Video is the option that fits most
businesses. 

Apart from hiring an Explainer video
company, you can also go with other choices
such as Online video creating software or
Hire freelancers. 
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There are various types of visual styles that you can choose
depending upon your aim. (check Types of Explainer Video)
We ask questions and try to understand your goals, target
audience, tone style, brand voice, and a lot more to
understand what style suits your brand the best. Since
every company is unique, and so is every message. Online
Platforms or templates are a total no-no if you want to
deliver a custom message that people identify with your
brand and remember for a longer time.

Visual style:

The tonne of the video is largely decided by the script. Do
you want a conversational tone, a funny one, a serious
message, or a formal one? Deciding upon this depending on
your aim and target audience is crucial but you must not
experiment with it too much. In the end, it must be clear and
direct with simple language and speak directly to the
audience.

The tone:
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WHAT TO CONSIDER
WHEN SELECTING AN
EXPLAINER VIDEO
COMPANY?

COMPANY
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What to consider when selecting an Explainer
video company.

Price, Potential, and Portfolio.

Also, Make sure that the company you choose
isn’t only about designers focusing on the
visual aspect. You need to make sure
whomever you work with also has a great
marketing expert on
the team that understands your objectives and
strategy.

Company: 

Let’s get to Production together 
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NOW THAT YOU
UNDERSTAND
THE WHYS AND
THE WHATS
LET’S GET
DOWN TO THE
HOW?
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You need to understand why exactly you need an explainer
video and what the main goal should be. Does your audience
already know you? Do you want to explain your product,
service, or a new feature? Increase sales or generate leads?
Tell your brand story? Educate your audience?

Be as specific with your goal as possible because it is crucial.
Don’t leave your audience confused and all over the place.
We can always create more videos for other goals.

Now that you understand the WHYs and the WHATs let’s get down to the HOW.

Understanding and communicating the aim:

Briefing the production team about your aims and objectives
and the results you are expecting from the Video campaign is
one of the most crucial; steps in the success of the project.
The company must try to dig deep into the brand to
specifically understand the objectives of the video.

The Briefing: 
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Writing the script for your explainer videos is a crucial part of
the pre-production process. After the briefing and a rough
script provided a solid script that has the right tone and sets
the basic premise for the video has to be made.
It must start by addressing t the problems the customers are
facing then go about providing a solution highlighting the
product or service. Define clearly the features and utilities of
the product and then finally finish off with a strong CTA.

Scripting and Storyboarding:

Unless you are creating a live-action Explainer Video, adding
a Voice Over is crucial. We must remember that the audio
aspect in an explainer video is as important as the visual
aspect. You must pick a voice actor whose voice is compatible
with your brand and target audience. The accent and the
tone must match the tone of the video and the viewer must
be able to connect with the video.

The Voice Over: 
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A soundtrack completes the emotional aspect of the video by
setting the right mood for the video.
Do not rush into the soundtrack. Shortlist a few tracks and
then decide the one that fits the mood of the video.

Sound design:
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LAUNCHING YOUR
EXPLAINER VIDEO
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Let’s say that you have a freshly brewed
Video from an Explainer Video company.
What is the next step?
Obviously, you want the maximum number
from your target audience to watch the
Video and take the desired action. 

Launching your Explainer Video:

Let's see where and how you can you host the Video for maximum reach.
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When it comes to hosting there are multiple options. A
few of the best are:

Vimeo:
Trusted by our community of over 230 million users Vimeo offers
various marketing tools apart from just hosting the video.
Integration with tools like Mailchimp, HubSpot Gmail, and Google
Analytics Vimeo is an excellent choice for a video marketing
campaign

Wistia:
Wistia is another great option. With its simple-to-use interface, it
claims to turn your video into marketing machines. This platform
too offers integration with Email marketing and CRM tools
making it an excellent choice for your video marketing campaign

Youtube:
While YouTube doesn’t offer the advanced tools the others do,
you should still upload your video here.
YouTube is the second biggest search engine after Google. And
since they’re owned by Google, YouTube videos are given
preference in Google searches.
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WHERE TO
USE THE
EXPLAINER
VIDEOS?
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Once you have set up the Hosting for the video the next step is to place
the Video in channels where you can get the desired results.

Embed the video on your Home page. But you need to be careful
where you place the video on your homepage. It should be
visible right in front of the viewer at the top of the home page.

Landing Page:

You should use the explainer video across as many social media
platforms as possible. With twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn you
can share the link of the video and redirect the audience to
where the video is hosted. For Instagram you will have to upload
the video to their platform. Instagram allows videos only upto 1
minute. In case you have a longer video you will have to ask your
production team to edit an instagram version for you.

Social Media: 

According to Sprout Marketing, an first-time email with a video inside
gets a click-through increase of 96%. Your email marketing tool will
provide a template where you can embed an explainer video.

Email Marketing:
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CLOSING
THOUGHTS!
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An Explainer Video is one of the
best marketing tools out there that you can use,
whether you’re a startup or mega-corporation.
Explainer videos build your brand’s personality,
makes your pitch interesting, gets people excited
about your product, increase your online visibility,
attract new customers, generate leads, and
strengthen your relationship with your current
customers, and even pushes you up in
Google search rankings. According to statistics, 85%
of people are more likely to purchase a product
once they watch a video about
it. That makes video one of the best tools to
increase your sales conversions. It’s a truly brilliant
way to market in the digital age.

We hope that this short ebook will guide you in your next Marketing Campaign.
If you have come this far we are sure you are serious about getting an explainer video. 

We have tried our best to answer as many questions as possible about Explainer 
Videos here. In case you still have a doubt or want to know more let's schedule a

15 minute Free Consultation Call. 
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